Three Teachers Colleges Hold Triangular Debate
Harrisonburg Loses To Sister Schools

ATTITUDE OF UNITED STATES TOWARD NICARAGUA IS QUESTION DEBATED

Harrisonburg lost by a two-to-one decision to Salisbury University and Farmville when theottie debate held last week at Salisbury, Farmville, and Harrisonburg on the question "Rodent. That the United States should approve and continue its present policy toward Nicaragua."

In the debate staged at Harrisonburg the affirmative side was upheld by Cora Johnson and Gertrude Drinkard, the negatives by Miss Elizabeth Jackson and Miss Pauline Osborne of Salisbury. Representing Harrisonburg on Farmville, on the negative side were Dorothy Collins and Alice Panter.

The main arguments advanced by the affirmative side in the local debates were that (1) that action to intervene in Nicaragua and the United States was the logical nation to intervene, (2) that it is in the interests of the United States to see that the Nicaraguan government is in fact a good government, and (3) that the problems of Nicaragua are too important for the United States to relinquish its responsibility to the Americas.

The affirmative side argued that the United States should enter into the Nicaragua situation with the understanding that the United States is trying to save the lives of the American citizens in Nicaragua. The affirmative side also argued that the United States is in the position to save the lives of the American citizens in Nicaragua.

The affirmative side argued that the United States is in a position to save the lives of the American citizens in Nicaragua. The affirmative side also argued that the United States is in the position to save the lives of the American citizens in Nicaragua.

The affirmative side argued that the United States is in a position to save the lives of the American citizens in Nicaragua. The affirmative side also argued that the United States is in the position to save the lives of the American citizens in Nicaragua.

The affirmative side argued that the United States is in a position to save the lives of the American citizens in Nicaragua. The affirmative side also argued that the United States is in the position to save the lives of the American citizens in Nicaragua.
The Breeze solicits contributions from the student body. These contributions form one of the necessary contacts between the student body and its weekly paper, the Breeze.

The Breeze, however, is held responsible for the articles that are published therein. Therefore will the Breeze go through and the meeting adjourned.

It is only fitting that a day should have been set apart, as was done, by our Board of Trustees and taught it. Then Miss Rath read a recitation on Milton and Wadsworth in the poetical society so that they were afraid to go home.

The orchestra, previous to the midnight feast, had assembled to the singing-teams' cottage, and a good old fashioned square dance and Virginia reel concluded with Miss Rath's visit. The evening was perfect for evens of the surrounding district.

Saturday afternoon the basketball team was defeated by the remaining team in a lively game of baseball, and, as Professor Rennick directed the victory to a marshmallow toasting at midnight that night, and furnished the weather. Let's help the blessing while the blessing helps us!
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BIRTHDAY PARTY IN ASHEB

Kathryn Coffman was the guest of honor at a surprise birthday party Sunday night in Ashby Hall. The decorations were carried out in a pink and white color scheme and a delightful repast was served. Among those present were Virginia Hackett, Emma Murray, Lila Mitchell, and Anne Trotz.

JACKSON IS SCENE

OF FESTIVITIES

Eva Watts and Elizabeth Terrill were the hostesses at a cold plate supper served in Jackson Hall Sunday night. Delicious ice cream covered with marshmallows was the "spice." Those present besides the hostesses were Dorothy and Virginia Haring, Frances Lester, Carrie Carter, Doris Willey, Frances Hodges, Helen Brown, Frances Byer, Hazel Jenkins, Margaret Cunningham.

DO YOU KNOW?

1. Which state has no National Guard?
2. How much coin Uncle Sam has taken since the first mint was built?
3. Where Alaska got its name?
4. Government tests by the army indicated the city boy proved phy-
5. How many Indians there are in North and South America today?
6. How many books were published in the United States last year?
7. Answers to last week's questions:
   a. Government tests by the army
   b. Montana
   c. 1975,000,000 persons, the
   d. At least 100,000 miles a year
   e. 300 miles
8. In one year they took in $4,300,000,000
   b. $1,49
   c. 1,975,482,316 nickles.
   d. 1,975,482,316 nickles.
   e. 1,975,482,316 nickles.
   f. 1,975,482,316 nickles.
9. The Mongrel race is credited
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   b. America's Greatest Hose Values, 93¢    $1.49
   c. America's Greatest Hose Values, 93¢    $1.49
   d. America's Greatest Hose Values, 93¢    $1.49
   e. America's Greatest Hose Values, 93¢    $1.49
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THE MAN WHO THINKS HE CAN'T—

"Success comes in cans, failure in can't."—How many times have we looked back and regretted a certain "can't" we spoke when we might have happened by learning off the last letter? That one little "t" it has caused so many disappointments in my life, and yet I may think. Many an idea has been killed by a lack of a "t," and perhaps, if the "t" had been put, I might have achieved something worthwhile. How many times have we heard the words "can't" expressed by those who have a definite plan in their minds? If a "t" had been put on the end of some of the words, we might have achieved some of our dreams.
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